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Abstract: Cosmologists use equivocation, which confuses the public and even themselves. They 
do this to make sure they can never be wrong in any situation, by never taking a stance one way 
or the other. Their intent is to deceive to protect their careers and to sell books that say nothing. 

It is essentially a political tactic that does not belong in science, and neither does cosmology 
(which is a quasi-religion) as a whole. 

 
 

 In astrophysics, plasma recombination happens when an ionized particle combines with 
another ionized particle forming a neutral particle. This process releases heat and is a simple 
thermodynamic phase transition in which a plasma (ionized gas) becomes a gas (neutral). The 
next two lowering of the enthalpies of the gas can happen via deposition (gas directly deposits 
as solid material), or condensation (the gas transitions to a liquid). They have very clear 
transitions as defined in basic thermodynamics. The fallacy of equivocation happens when the 
Army of quasi-religious cosmologists apply a thermodynamic phase transition to the earliest 
stages of their big bang creationism idea. They hijacked the concept of hydrogen recombination 
and applied it to an entire epoch, after the initial explosion of the big bang creation event. They 
equivocated the thermodynamics of an ionized to neutral gas (something that happens in stars) 
and applied it to a fantasy idea that has no basis in reality. They took an actual observation and 
forced it to apply to an event that was never observed. In fact, there is no observational 
evidence for a big bang creation. Plasma recombination happens in events that are observed, in 
stars and even in lightning and different types of light bulbs. Taking actual science and 
understandable explanation and equivocating it to an idea that is pure fantasy is a recipe for 
psychological illness. Just so the reader is made aware, it is very dangerous to accept any 
cosmology related idea, because cosmologists tend to hijack words and equivocate them into 
nothingness. The people who study cosmology end up doing circles around themselves and 
others, a kind of pseudo-intellectualism that puts up the front of being actual science (it isn't). 
 To drive this idea home, they are essentially inverting the meaning of recombination. 
They are saying that before the hydrogen is made, everything was all protons/electrons to a 
certain extent, but recombination is clear a re-combination. That word literally means the 
hydrogen was first a gas, THEN it was ionized, then it was re-combined. If they really did not 
want to get called out on their hijacking of the term, they should have used the word 
"combination" or "combination epoch". Which is further evidence they hijacked the term to suit 
their fantasy. To expose the cosmologists for the giant big bang creation scam, all the reader 
needs to do is examine the words they use and play connect the dots. They abuse and 
equivocate language all over the place to suit their agenda.  


